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Preface

Welcome to the amazing nanoworld ! In this book you will find fundamental princi-

ples in nanoscience and basic techniques of measurement, as well as fabrication and

manipulation of matter at the nanoscale. The book discusses how these principles, tech-

niques, and technologies are applied to the newest generation of electronics, known as

nanoelectronics.

The science of atoms and simple molecules, and the science of matter from microstruc-

tures to larger scales, are both well established. A remaining, extremely important, size-

related challenge is at the nanoscale – roughly the dimensional scales between 10 and 100

molecular diameters – where the fundamental properties of materials are determined and

can be engineered. This field of science – nanoscience – is a broad and interdisciplinary

field of emerging research and development.

Nanotechnology is concerned with materials, structures, and systems whose compo-

nents exhibit novel and significantly modified physical, chemical, and biological prop-

erties due to their nanoscale sizes. A principal goal of nanotechnology is to control and

exploit these properties in structures and devices at atomic, molecular, and supramolecu-

lar levels. To realize this goal, it is essential to learn how to fabricate and use these devices

efficiently. Nanotechnology has enjoyed explosive growth in the past few years. In partic-

ular, nanofabrication techniques have advanced tremendously in recent years. Obviously,

revolutionary changes in the ability to measure, organize, and manipulate matter on the

nanoscale are highly beneficial for electronics with its persistent trend of downscaling

devices, components, and integrated systems. In turn, the miniaturization required by

electronics is one of the major driving forces for nanoscience and nanotechnology.

Practical implementations of nanoscience and nanotechnology have great importance,

and they depend critically on training people in these fields. Thus, modern education

needs to address the rapidly evolving facets of nanoscience and nanotechnology. A new

generation of researchers, technologists, and engineers has to be trained in the emerg-

ing nanodisciplines. With the purpose of contributing to education in the nanofields,

we present this textbook providing a unifying framework for the basic ideas needed to

understand recent developments underlying nanoscience and nanotechnology, as applied

to nanoelectronics. The book grew out of the authors’ research and teaching experience

in these subjects. We have found that many of the ideas and achievements in fields under-

lying nanoscience and nanotechnology can be explained in a relatively simple setting,

if the necessary foundational underpinnings are presented properly. We have designed

this textbook mainly for undergraduate students, who will be trained in diverse fields
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viii Preface

including nanoscience, physics of material devices, electrical and optical engineering,

materials science and engineering, and mechanical engineering. It can be helpful also

for training students in bioengineering and chemical engineering. To reach such a broad

audience, materials are presented in such a way that an instructor can choose the level

of presentation depending on the backgrounds of the students. For example, we have

included Chapters 2 and 3 in part for students who have not taken a quantum mechanics

course. An analogy with wave fields – elastic waves and optical waves – is exploited

widely to introduce wave mechanics of particles and quantum principles, which play key

roles in the interpretation of the properties of nanomaterials.

One of us (V.V.M.) has taught the course for students in the second semester of their

sophomore year. For students at this level, Chapters 2 and 3 were covered in detail and,

consequently, there was not enough time to cover all of the devices that are discussed in

Chapter 8. If students using the book have previously taken courses on quantum mechan-

ics and electromagnetics, the instructor may start from Chapter 4. This book may be also

used as an introductory graduate or senior undergraduate course. Another of us (M.A.S.)

has used Chapters 2 and 3 as the introduction to a graduate course on nanoelectronics for

a class with students drawn from electrical engineering, materials engineering, chem-

ical engineering, mechanical engineering, and physics. By covering Chapters 2 and 3

at the beginning of the course, the students can then proceed from this common basis

in quantum mechanics and other underlying areas of physics to cover more advanced

topics, either in the current text or in other texts such as Quantum Heterostructures by

V. Mitin, V. Kochelap, and M. Stroscio. The latter approach has been used by M.A.S. in

teaching nanoelectronics to graduate students with diverse backgrounds in many disci-

plines within engineering and the physical sciences. For this purpose, we include details

of derivations and mathematical justification of concepts in some sections. These details

can be omitted from an undergraduate curriculum.

The book contains homework problems on various subjects. These problems illustrate

the basic material and help students to understand and learn the basic principles of the

nanoscience and the nanotechnology.

* * * * *

Essentially, the chapters are organized into three main groups.

Chapters 1–3 are of an introductory character. In Chapter 1, we present in concise form

the main subject of the book. The recent and diverse trends in semiconductor and device

nanotechnologies, as well as novel concepts of nanodevices, are reviewed. These trends

make it clear why understanding the fundamentals of nanoscience is of great importance.

Chapters 2 and 3 are written for students who have not taken a quantum mechanics

course. An analogy with wave fields (elastic waves and optical waves) is exploited widely

to introduce wave mechanics of particles and the quantum principles, which play key

roles in the interpretation of the properties of nanomaterials.

In Chapter 2, we explain that the fundamental laws of physics governing particles

and material fields in the nanoworld are different from those that apply to familiar

macroscopic phenomena. Starting with an analysis of an arbitrary wave field (elas-

tic vibrations in solids, electromagnetic fields, etc.), we find particle-like behavior of

this wave field for small wave amplitudes and (or) for spatial scales larger than the
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Preface ix

wavelength. By analyzing particle motion, we show that at small spatial scales a particle

can not be characterized by exact coordinates and momentum and that it behaves rather as

an extended wave-like object. This analysis establishes the essence of the wave–particle

duality which is an underlying principle of nanophysics.

In Chapter 3, we discuss the basic physical concepts and equations related to the

behavior of particles in the nanoworld. We introduce the Schrödinger wave equation for

particles and determine the ways in which to calculate observable physical quantities.

Keeping in mind the diverse variants of nanostructures, by using wave mechanics we

analyze a number of particular examples, which highlight important quantum proper-

ties of particles. Many of the examples analyzed can serve as the simplest models of

nanostructures and are exploited in later chapters.

Chapters 4 and 5 are devoted to materials used in nanoelectronics, methods of their

growth, and fabrication and characterization techniques.

In Chapter 4, we present an overview of the basic materials that are exploited in

nanoelectronics. We start with semiconductor materials as the principal candidates for

use in nanoelectronics, because they offer great flexibility in the control of the elec-

tronic and optical properties, and functions, of nanoelectronic devices. We show how,

through proper regimes of growth, doping by impurities, and sequent modifications and

processing, one can fabricate nanostructures and nanodevices starting from “bulk-like”

materials. Then, we introduce other materials that have properties of great potential in

nanoelectronics. Organic semiconductors and carbon nanotubes are discussed.

In Chapter 5, the principal methods of materials growth and nanodevice fabrication are

presented. We start with an analysis of fabrication of nanodevices on the basis of perfect

materials and continue by considering processing techniques. All stages of fabrication

and methods of processing are considered in detail. Then, we discuss special regimes of

material growth, when nanostructures (mainly quantum dots) are formed spontaneously

due to the growth kinetics. These approaches to the production of nanostructures and

nanoelectronic devices actually represent “evolutionary” improvements in the growth

and processing methods applied previously in microelectronics. Nanoscale objects like

carbon nanotubes and biomolecules require, in general, other techniques for production.

These innovative techniques are also highlighted in this chapter.

We pay special attention to the most important characterization techniques, such

as atomic-force microscopy, scanning tunneling microscopy, and transmission electron

microscopy, among others.

Also in Chapter 5, we review advances in nanotechnology that came from syn-

thetic chemistry and biology. These include chemical and biological methods of surface

nanopatterning for preparing nanostructured materials with predefined and syntheti-

cally programmable properties. The basic ideas related to these chemical and biological

approaches are discussed. Finally, we study the methods of fabrication of a new class of

devices commonly known as nanoelectromechanical systems (NEMS).

Chapters 6–8 include analyses of electron properties of nanostructures, traditional

low-dimensional systems, and recently discovered nano-objects.

In Chapter 6, transport of charge carriers is analyzed. Important aspects of transport

regimes are elucidated by comparing the time and length scales of the carriers with
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x Preface

device dimensions and device temporal phenomena related to operating frequencies.

Then, we consider the behavior of the electrons in high electric fields, including hot-

electron effects. For short devices, we describe dissipative transport and the velocity

overshoot effect as well as semiclassical ballistic motion of the electrons. We present

ideas on quantum transport in nanoscale devices.

To distinguish the nanostructures already having applications from the newly emerging

systems, we refer to the former as traditional low-dimensional structures (quantum wells,

quantum wires, and quantum dots). These structures are considered in Chapter 7.

In Chapter 8, we consider newly emerging electronic, optical, and electromechan-

ical devices based on nanostructures. First, we discuss the devices which resemble

well-known microelectronic devices using a “simple” scaling-down approach. Examples

include such heterostructure devices as the field-effect and bipolar transistors as well as

injection bipolar lasers. Then, we study nanodevices based on new physical principles,

which can not be realized in microscale devices. Among these are resonant-tunneling

devices, hot-electron transistors, single-electron-transfer devices, monopolar injection

cascade lasers, nanoelectromechanical devices, and quantum-dot cellular automata. We

understand that there are more devices to be reviewed. For example, not enough attention

has been paid to progress in silicon device technology. The ideas and results presented

provide an understanding of near-future developments in nanoelectronics and optoelec-

tronics that are occurring as a result of advances in nanotechnology. This will encourage

students to learn more about nanoelectronics.
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Notation

Symbols

A – amplitude of wave

〈A〉 – average value of A
a – lattice constant

a0 – length of carbon–carbon bond in carbon nanotubes

a1, a2, a3 – basis vectors

ai – basis vectors of lattice

B – magnetic field

C – capacitance

d – translation vector

D – diffusion coefficient

dsp – spacer thickness

E – energy of a particle

EF – Fermi level

Eg – bandgap

e – elementary charge

F – electric field

F0 – amplitude of electric field

f – frequency

fSET – frequency of Bloch oscillations

f – vector of force

F – distribution function

FF – Fermi distribution function

G – conductance

G0 – quantum of conductance

Ĥ – Hamiltonian operator

H – magnetic field

H – direction of the nearest-neighbor hexagon rows

H – total energy, Hamiltonian function

h – Planck’s constant

h – wave energy density

h1D – wave energy density for a one-dimensional medium

h-- – Planck’s constant divided by 2π
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Notation xiii

J – current density

I – current

IT – tunnel current

I – wave intensity

i – quantum-mechanical flux of the particles

k – wavevector

kB – Boltzmann’s constant

L – inductance

LT – thermal diffusion length

le – mean free path between two elastic collisions

l – orbital quantum number

l – angular momentum

lφ – coherence length

LE – inelastic scattering length

Lx , Ly , Lz – dimensions of a sample

M – mass of resonator

M – magnetic dipole moment

m – magnetic quantum number

m∗ – effective mass of electron

m0 – mass of an electron in vacuum

mHH – heavy-hole mass

mLH – light-hole mass

mSH – split-off hole mass

Ns – sheet concentration of donors

Ndepl – sheet concentration of ionized acceptors

n – principal quantum number

ns – sheet concentration of electrons

P(ξ ) – Hermite polynomial

Pb – Probability of finding electron under the barrier

q – wavevector

Q – quality factor

Q – amount of deposited material

R – radial function

r – magnitude of radius vector

r – coordinate vector

r0 – Bohr’s radius

R – radius of quantum dot

R – tube radius of carbon nanotube

R – reflection coefficient

S – spin – intrinsic angular momentum

S – cross-section

Sz – projection of the spin of electron

s – distance between tip and surface

s – phase velocity of traveling wave
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xiv Notation

s – spin of electron

t – time

ttr – transit time

T – time period

T – vector corresponding to tube axis of carbon nanotube

T – ambient temperature

Te – electron temperature

Td – translation operator

uk(r) – Bloch periodic function

u – displacement of atoms from their equilibrium positions

V – potential energy

V – volume

Vb – barrier height

V0 – volume of primitive cell

vd – average(drift) velocity

v – velocity

vh – velocity of hole

W – crystalline potential

UM – potential energy

z0 – characteristic length

Z – atomic number

α – dimensionality factor

β – spring constant

δ(x) – Dirac’s delta-function

ε – relative mismatch of lattice constants of the substrate and epilayer

ε – dielectric constant of the medium

ε0 – permittivity of free space

ε – energy


 – potential


b – built-in Schottky voltage, Schottky barrier


0 – applied voltage

φ – phase

φ – polar angle

γ – gyromagnetic ratio

�1D – elastic modulus of string

λ – wavelength

μ – electron mobility

μph – partial electron mobility, determined by phonon scattering

μim – partial electron mobility, determined by impurity scattering

ν – set of quantum numbers

ξ – vector of polarization

ξ – dimensionless coordinate

� – angular frequency of a particle

� – ohm
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Notation xv

ω – frequency

ωq – frequency of harmonic oscillator

�(r, t) – non-stationary wavefunction

�∗(r, t) – complex conjugate of wavefunction �(r, t)
ψ(r) – stationary wavefunction

ρ – three-dimensional density

ρ1D – linear density of string

� – density of states

σ – conductivity

� – theta-function

θ – polar angle

τE – mean free time between two inelastic collisions

τd – decay time of flexural vibrations

τe – mean free time between two elastic collisions

χ (z) – wavefunction

χ – electron affinity

Abbreviations

BT – bipolar transistor

CMOS – complementary MOS, i.e., NMOS and PMOS on the same chip

DPN – dip-pen nanolithography

FET – field-effect transistor

JBT – homojunction BT

JFET – junction FET

HBT – heterojuction BT

HEMT – high-electron-mobility transistor

HFET – heterojunction FET

HOMO – highest occupied molecular orbit

LUMO – lowest unoccupied molecular orbit

MES – metal–semiconductor

MESFET – metal–semiconductor FET

MODFET – modulation-doped FET

MOS – metal–oxide–semiconductor

MOSFET – metal–oxide–semiconductor FET

QUIT – quantum interference transistor

RTD – resonant-tunneling diode

SIMOX – separation by implantation of oxygen

SMS – semiconductor–metal–semiconductor

VMT – velocity-modulation transistor
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